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('onditions are given on a family of measures {~,,, O'-~a- < !} so that the corresponding family 
{A',', 0--- a ~ I } of additive functionals of d-dimensional Brownian motion will bc jointly continuous 
in a and t, a.s. This is then used to give a d-dimensional analogue to the representation 
A~ = ~ L~'p,(dyj that is valid for one-dimensional Brownian motion, where L, v is local time a*- y. 
In place of local times at points, local times at hyperplanes are used. 
addiliv'." functionals * Radon.transform * local times * potentials * stochastic integral.,, 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between additive 
functionals of d-dimensional Brownian motion and certain measures [8]. In this 
paper, we show that if a family of measures {~,,, 0 <~ a ~< 1 } satisfies certain conditions, 
then the fitmily of corresponding additive functionals {A;', ()<~a~ < 1} will be jointly 
continuo~s in a and t, a.s. We then use this result to give a d-dimensional nalogue 
to the theorem of Ito and McKean [7] that states that any ~dditive functional A, 
of one-dimensional Brownian motion can be represented as 
A,=f L?p(dy) il.l) 
where L~ is the local time at y f~ r tilt' one dimensional Brownian motion and ,u is 
the measure corresptmding to A,. Of cour:e, local times at points do not exist for 
dimensions greater than one; in their place we use local times at hyperplanes. The 
conditions required on the .u,, so that the A': will be jointly continuous, a.s.. are 
that the/.t,, satisfy a mild boundedness condition (3.6(i)) and that the/.t;, be H61der 
continuous in a with respect o a certain metric for the weak topolog.¢ on measures 
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on Ra: for some constants k and '0>0, 
sup [f  h(y)ix,~(dy)-f h(y)ix,,(dy))l<~Kjb-a," 
)!11114 J ig rad  hil" I 
where IJ' II denotes up norm. See (3.6). 
To state the analogue of (1.1), we first need some notation. Let IV, (= W(t)= 
(W~ . . . . .  WT)) be a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion. If • denotes inner 
product, let L,(s, v) (=L(t, s, v)) denote local time of IV,. o at s. L,(s, v) may be 
.*hought of as local time for IV, at the hyperplane {y: y • o = s}. Let A, be an additive 
functional corresponding to a finite measure Ix in the sense of McKean and Tanaka 
[8]. (This correspondence will be described in more detail in a moment.) Let 
={v:  = !}, and let 
II I, AI '= lb(s- y" t')L,(s, v) ds dv/a (dy), (I.2) 
,,q 
where lb is a known deterministic function given by (4.2) thai depends only on b 
and the dimension d. 
We prove that for each u, 
lim sup [A,-  A~[ = 0 a.s. (1.3) 
h - ( I  [-- [I 
provided Ix satisfies a very mild regularity condition (3.8). If ~ is smooth enough. 
that is, if ,u has a density that is sufficiently differentiable, we can give a representation 
of A, in terms of an integral of L,(s. v) that involves no limit whatsoever (see (4.6)). 
To describe the correspondence between additive functionals and measures, we 
need a bit more nataOon. Let S(r. x)={y: Jy-xJ<r}. T,,, = inf{t: J I,~J>m}, u,,,(x, y) 
the Green function of d-dimensional Brownian motion on S(m, 0) [2]. and 
U,,,la(x) ==~ u,,,(x, y)ix(dy). Suppose U,,,ix(x)<m for all x and m. Then the additive 
functional associated with t, is defined to be the additive functional A, (=A(t))  
such that E'A(T,,,)= U,,,ix(x) for all x, for all m. Such a correspondence b tween 
additive functionals and measures exists for many processes besides Brownian motion 
(see [1]), but in the case of Brownian motion, the results of [3] and [1 !] make the 
correspondence much more cxplicit: 
A(t ^  I.,,) = -LI,,,>( W(t ^  1;,,)) + U,,,,u(W(O)) 
Il 
l ~ I , , ,  
+ grad( ll,,,,u)( W,/d IVy. 
I 
~1.4) 
where grad(U,,,ix) is suitably interpreted. 
In Section 2. we use the stochastic calculus to prove the joint continuity of L(t. s, t r) 
in t. s and v. In particular, this guarantees that the integral in (1.2) makes sense. 
()ur results in Section 2 have been extended by Yor [12] to a more general context. 
In Section 3 we investigate the joint continuity in a and t of a family of additive 
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ft:nctionals {A;', 0~<a~ < !}. A subsequent paper [13] extends the results of Section 
3 to other Markov processes. Finally, in Section 4 we use the methods of the Radon 
transform to derive our representation of A, as an integral of local times. 
As a matter of notation, c will denote constants, whose values, unless indicated 
otherwise, are not necessarily the same from one appearance to the next. 
2. Joint continuity of local times 
In this section we prove the joint continuity of local times at hyperplanes, ~s well 
as two propositions that will be needed later. 
First, we prove the following, a variation of [9, VII, T59]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A, be a continuous additive functional of a Markov process 
X(t) and suppose E'A,  <~ k for all y. Then E 'A;' <~ n ! k ". 
t Proof. A:' is equal to nj~,A",- 'dA,,  to II, A, dA: '-~, and to I,,A'~-'dA.~+ 
t q 
J, A, dA',' ~ the first two by direct integration, the last by integration by parts. 
Therefore, 
A, =n IA, -A~)dA",  J, 
I 
and 
F A, =hE A, ,dA'; 
I 
~nE'  E \ " )A ,  dA'/ I~nkE  ~ dA', ] 
I I 
The result follows by ind~Jction. ~ 
The following is a genen~lization f a well-known theorem of Kolmogorov and 
is proved the same way 
Proposition 2.2. Let { Yt t. a ), 0~ t~: u, a c [0, 1 ]"} be a real-valued multiparameter 
process. P' a family of probabilitie, if there exist real numbers e(x), c(x), y(x)>l), 
depending only on x. such that 
E' [suplYft ,  a ) -  Y(t, b)l"' " ]~ c (x ) la -  bl ''*~'" 
I "  14 
for each pair a, b, then there exists a sub~et N of 0 and a version Z of Y such that 
P~(N) =0 for all x, and if to~N. 
l imsup sup supIZ( t ,a ) -Z( t ,b) !=O.  
RecaJL that the way (2.2) is proved is to prove that Y is unikxmly continuous 
cm a dense subset of [O, 1 ] ‘- as., and then to define Z as a limit along this dense 
subset. Thus, the definition of Z can be taken independent of P”. 
In the proof of C2.3) below, we apply (2.3) with a E[--m, m] X 9 instead of [CL 11” 
@={G: Iv/= 1)). Th e necessary modifications are trivial, however. 
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4&J W,. v-r)) db, 
0 
an& E”(M M), s c/3, c depending only on t. 
Using the inequalities of Burkholder, Davi!i and Gundy [4], 
Use (2.1) with A, = (M, M),, X, Brownian motion killed at time 7”, to get that 
this iast rtxpressian is 6 cpp? Combine this with (2+4) and (2.5) to get that 
Final&~, take e sutliicierrtly large and use (2.2) to complete the proof. III 
3. Join$ emtinuity of additive functionats 
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denote EXJo ln(W.)ds.  By the strong Markov property, UD(X,B)= 
u,,,(x. B) -E 'u , , , (Wv,  B), and we conclude that up has a density uo(x, y)= 
u,,,(x, y) - EXu,,,( Wv, y). 
The following lemma generalize.s (3.1). 
Lerama 3.2. Let D, V, Uml.* be as above. Then 
I, v E ~ [grad U.,~[:(W~) ds =E~(U. ,~)2(Wv)- (Um~)2(x)  
I 
+2 f U,,,t.L(y)uD(x, y)~(dy). 
,/ 
Proof. Recall that grad U,,I~ exists as the a.e. limit of grad U,,~,,, where the U,,,/~,,'s 
are diflerentiable potentials increasing to Umtt [2]. Umlz ^  7N is superharmonic and 
dominated by the potential U,,,iz,'hence it is equal to the potential Umv of some 
measure v. It follows easily, choosing 3~>1 appropriately, that grad U,,v= 
grad U,, t.t a.e. on D, and thus it suffices to prove the lemma when U,,, I.t is bounded. 
E '  [grad U,~.I2(W~) ds = [grad U,,,~[2(y)u.(x, y) dy 
! 
= [grad U,,,l~[~())u,,,(x,y)dy-E ~ [grad U,,,~12(y)u,,,(Wv, y)dy, 
and the result follows by using (3.1). [] 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose D and V are as above and that U,,,# and U,,,v are bounded 
by N on D. Let e = sup.,, o[U,,,#(x)- U,,v(x)[ and suppose < 1. Let 
I/ M, = (grad U,,, ~ -- grad U,.v)(W.)dW,.  
I 
Then 
~ " r ,2  E tsup lM, [ ' l<~ce . 
t -  U 
Proof. Note tLat ul,(x, y) is (t for y -z DL Note also that I U,,,~ ( Wv ) - U,,,u( Wv)[ "~ e 
by continuity of potentials on paths. 
Apply (3.2) to U,,,#. U,,,v and U,,,(/z+v), and use the fact that Igrad(U,,,#- 
~,,,,,~1 -'= 2igr~,d U,,,#I-" + 2[grad U,,,,,l-[grad U,,,(~ + ~')1" to get that if x~ D, 
i 
t:" j,, lgrad U,,# - grad U,,,v[-'t W,} d~" 
= E '( U,,,tt- U,,,v)-'~ W~.)- ( U,,a - U,,,v)2(x) 
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+2 f (U,,,# - U,,,.)(y)uo(x. y) (~-  v)(dy) 
~ 2e ~ + 4eN~ ce. (3.4) 
Thus EX(M, M)v~ce.  
If xeD ~, V=0 a.s. px and E~(M,M)v=0.  Then by the inequalities of 
Burkholder, Davis and Gundy,  
EX(suplM, l,)<~cE.,(¢M, \r/2~ 
\ ,~v  . M:v ], 
and by (2.1) applied to Brownian motion killed on leaving/9, this is ~c~ ''z. [] 
Theorem 3.5. Let { Ita, 0 <~ a <~ 1 } be a collection of measures, U,,, It, the potentials, A~ 
the associated additive functionals. Suppose that for each x, there exists an increasing 
sequence of ]inely closed sets DN (possibly depending on x), such that if VN = 
inf{t: W, c D~ }, 
(i) VN-~oo a.s. PL  
(ii) sup sup U,,,I.t,,(W,)<~N, and 
t-.: V:,. a 
(iii) sup sup IU,,,It,(W,)--U,,/.tb(W~)I-~c8 ~ forsomec, y>0,  
r--, V . ,  la - -b ! - ,S  
possibly depending on N. 
Then there exist versions B': of A': such that for each u 
lim sup sup IBT-B,bI=0 a.s. 
,~ *o ia " h i< ,s t '~u^ 1;,, 
Proof. Fix x. 
AI ' -  A'; = ( U,,, #.  - U,,,/zh)(W,) - ( U.,it,, - U.,#,,)(Wo) 
- , grad(U,, , i ta-  U,,,~h)(W,.) dW~ 
for t<--7,,, by tl .4). Then 
E '  sup [A',' - A -<-c6"" 
I " V,~. ", "I'm 
( II/ + cE ~ sup Igrad( U,,,~,,- U,,~t,)]21W,) ds 
t ,~V~, ,AT , ,  I 
r) 
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using (3.3). The result follows from (2.2) by taking r>2/y and recalling (i) and the 
idea of the first paragraph of the proof of (2.3). [] 
The following theorem gives relatively simple conditions that can be used to check 
the hypotheses of (3.5). 




for some k2, 77>0. Then 
/.ta(S(t$., x))<~k,~$ d-2+v for some k~, y>O depending only on x; 
I h(y)/x,(dy)- I h(y)/zb(dy) <<-k2[b-al'7(llhH+l]grad hl[) 
(at U,,t~,(x) <~ k3, k3 depending only on kl and y; 
(b) [ U,,,tt,,(x) - U,,,l~b(x)[ <~ k.db- a[ ~, k4 and 7" depending only on ki, k2, 7 and 
77; 
(c) If A~' is the additive functional associated to I.t,,, then there exist versions B',' 
of A7 such that for each 1~, 
lim sup suplBT-B,h[=0 a.s. 
Here I]" II is sup norm. Condition (ii) says that the ~,,'s are H61der continuous 
with respect o a certain metric for the weak topology. 
An example that motivates condition (it is the following: 
Suppose for 0~<a~<l, /,,'[0, 1]a-~S(m.O). Let ~t,,(D)=Lebesgue measure in 
R '~ ~ of {y: f,,(y) E D}. Thus, f,,([0, 1] '~-~) is a family of hypersurfaces lying in ~,l. 
(For example, if d = 2, f,, is a family of curves.) Each A~' may be thought of as a 
"local time' for the hypersurface f,,([0, 1 ]a-t). If f,, is reasonably smooth, condition 
(i) is easily seen to be satisfied with y = 1. 
Notice that if {~,,} has uniformly bounded densities, (it is satisfied with y = 2. 
Proof of (3.6). The proof of (a) follows easily from the nature of the singularity 
of u,,(x, y) at y= x, which is on the order of Ilogly- xll if d = 2, [y-  x]" '* if d> 2 [2]. 
To prove (b). let g be a continuously differentiable function on [0, oct such that 
t)<~g~ 1,g = 1 on [1, oc), g =0 on [0, ~], and IIg'll<~4. Fix ~< 1 for the moment, and 
deline h~(yt=g(ly-xt/~), h~ is 
tjgrad h~ll~4/6. 
' U,,,u,, (x~ - U,,,~r,(x),~< I I 
+I 
1 on S(m, Ot-S(&x),  0 o11 S(~&xt, and 
u,,,(x, yth~(y)/.t,, (dy) - f u,,,(x, y)h~(y)/.tt,(dy) 
u,,,(x, yt(1 - h,s(y))/a.,,(dyt + i u,,,lx, y)(l -h,s(y)l/.t~,(dy). (3.7) 
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u~(x, y)(1-h~(y))  is nonzero only on S(& x). By the nature of the singularity of 
u~(x, y) at y=x and (i), it is easy to check that the sum of the last two terms on 
the right hand side of (3.7) is <~c8 ~, c depending only on k, and y. 
On the other hand, u,,(x, y)ha(y) is bounded and differentiable with 
II, (x, " ) l l+ l lg rad(um(X,  . )ll < ca ', ,>0,  
c, r depending only on the dimension d. 
Therefore, 
y.c.r>O, 
where c depends only on k~. y and k2. 
As a function of & the right hand side attains its minimum value at ~5~,= 
([b-a]'Tr/y) '"~' ' ,  which is <1 if Ib-a[ is sufficiently small. Now, choosing ~ = ~,~, 
we conclude that 
] U,,,/z,,(x)- U,,,~l,(x)l <~ cJb-al'"/4~*"((r/v)'/~'~"+(r/y)"'~*~'). 
Finally, set r= yO/(y+r), and observe that ~'>0. 
The proof of (c) follows from Ca). (b) and (3.5). [] 
In the statement of some of the results, it will be convenient to refer to 
Hypothesis 3.8. There exist constants c and y>0,  independent of x and 6, such 
that #(S(,S,.r})~<oV ~-2+~ for all x and 5. 
As in the remarks following (3.6). (3.8) is satisfied if/z has a bounded density 
(y = 2) or if /.t is a measure supported on a hypersurfacc in an appropriate way 
(-g= I). Since we must have/.t(S(& x)) =o(/ i"  -~) if U,,,(x) is to be finite, (3.8) is a 
reasonably mild condition. 
The theorem that will be needed in Section 4 is 
Theorem 3.9. Suppose K:R"-,[O, oc) with (i) S K(y) dy = 1, (ii) J lylK(y) dy<oc. 
and (iii) K(t~y)=K(y) whenever [al= 1. Let K,,(y)=a '~K(y/a). Let #,(dy) = 
S K , (z )p (dy -z )dz .  Let A, be the additive ,functional associated with ia, AI' the 
additive fimctional associated with ~t,,. 
If p satisfies (3.8), then there exist versions B'/ of A~ such that 
lim sup[B','- A,[ = '~ a. s. 
Proo[. As in the first paragraph of (2,3), it suffices to prove 
lim sup [B'~-A,!=O a.s. 
Let p ,=p.  We will prove {#,.0<~a<~ 1} satisfies (i) and (ii) of (3.6) with kt and 
y independent of x. Then (a) and (b) of (3.6) together with (3.5) will prove the 
theorem. 
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First of all, 
#,,(S(&x))= I K,,(z)#(S(&x)-z)dz= I K,,(z)ix(S(6, x-z))dz 
I Ka(z)dz. <~c8d-2+~ 
Now suppose h is continuously differentiable. Observe that 
h* K,(y)= f h(y-z)Ka(z)dz= f h(y-z)a-aK(z/a)dz 
= f h(y-az)K(z) dz. 
It follows, then, that since [h (y -  az)- h(y -  bz)l<~tlgrad hll la - bl Izl, we have 
lh * K,(y)-h • g,(y)l~Hgrad hllla-b[ f Izlg(z)dz. 
Since ~ h(y)#,,(dy) =~ h * Ka(z)#(dz), 
<~[a  - b] tlgrad hll f Izlg (z) dz IX(R"). (3.10) 
If a or b=0,  minor modifications to the above proof show that (3.10) still 
holds. [] 
Note #a(dy)=[~ Ka(z-y)#(dz)] dy, or/~,, has a density f,. Then one version 
of A;' is ~f,(W~) ds. If K is continuous and bounded, K,, will be continuous in a, 
and hence A~' will be continuous in a. In this case, there is no need to take versions 
of A;', 
Corollary 3.11. Suppose txsatisfies (3.8). Let 
A'~=o "-I a~al~s,,.~,(W,)ds~(dx), 
) 
where o- is the volume of the unit ball. Then versions B~' of A'/ exist so that 
lira sup ]A, - B;' ] =: 0 a.s. 
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Proof. Let K(y)=~r-~lcs~.o,(y). tt,,(dy) has a density 
" Ka( z - 3,)t~ (dz) = o--l a -d l<.s<o.z>~(y)tx (dz). 
The result follows by Fubini and the remark above. E3 
As the proof shows, any K satisfying (3.9) may be substituted for the indicator 
of the unit ball. 
If/~ is a finite measure with U,,gt(x)<oo for all x and m, but perhaps not satisfying 
(3.8), we can still get the analogue of (3.9) if we replace a.s. convergence by 
conve,-gence in probability. 
Theorem 3.12. Suppose K:I~d--,[0, oo) with (i) ]" K(y)  dy = 1, (ii) K(ay)= K(y) if 
t,,I = 1. (iii) K (lyl) is decreasing in ly]. and (iv) for all r>0, a dg (y/a)--,0 uniformly 
S a as a +0 for y e S"(r, 0). Let K,,, l~,, A ~ be defined as in (3.9). Then up,+: ,,[A, - A,t--,O 
in PX-probability as a~O for all x. 
ProoL First of all, suppose/z and v are two measures uch that 
U,,d.t( W,), U,,,v( W,)<~N, ILl,,#( B~)-  U,,,v( ~)}~e (3.13) 
for t~ < V ^ ~,,, V the hitting time to a finely open set. By (1.4) and (3.3). 
E'(  sup ]A~t-A;'])2<-ce. (3.14) 
t~  V t, "iv,,, 
where A ~', A'" are the additive functional corresponding to #, v, respectively. 
Secondly, if V is a stopping time, 
P~ (suplAf - A;'[> .q)-< PX(suplA,~ - A;'[>,7) + P+'(u> V). (3. t 5) 
t ~- u f ~ V 
Fix x. Take m>4tx 1. Let J,+(y)=K,,(y)l~s,~,,,/2.,,~(y). J,~(y)->O uniformly as a-,0, 
so /z ,  J,, has a density tending to 0 uniformly, hence the additive functional 
associated with bt * J,, tends to 0 ur,iformly on [0, T,,]. 
Let v,, =~t • (K,(-)ltstm/z.o~t), B~ the corresponding additive functional. Since 
the Green function u,,(x, y) is superharmonic on S(m, 0), U,,,v, ~ U,,,pt on S(m/2,  0) 
by (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Let V,~(N)=inf{t: U,,pt( Wt)*-" N}. 
oo> U,,~ ( x)>~ E"U,,Ix ( W( V~,( N) ))~ NPX( V,,(N)< ~), 
and hence P~( Vo(N)<oo)-,0 as N-~oo. Since Vc,(N) is nondecreasing in N, we have 
Vo(N)-,c~ a.s. P* as N+~.  
Let 
V(a. e)=inf{t: U,,#( W(t t. V . (N) ) -  U,,,v,~( W(t  ^  Vo(N)))>e}. 
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Since U,.z,,( W(t ^  Vo(N))) is an increasing family of potentials, by [9, VII, T36], 
lim,,.~ P~( V(a, e)<oo) = 0. Note that since potentials are finely continuous, Vo(N) 
and V(a, e) are hitting times to finely open sets. 
Finally, given rt, 6 and u, let e<~6rt 2.Pick m large enough, then N large enough, 
and then a small enough so that P'(u> 7",,/2 ^  Vo(N)^ V(a, e))<& By right con- 
tinuity of potentials, (3.13) holds for/,t and uQ on O<~t~Tm/2 ^ Vo(N)^ V(a, e). 
Applying Chebyshev to (3.14) and then using (3.15), 
W(suplA, - B~' l> n)<~ ce/ 77 2 + ,~<~ ( c+ 1)6. 
Also, 
PqsuplA~' - B7 l> n)~P~( sup [AT - B71> n) + P~(u> T,,), 
I " 141 [ ~:, T m 
which does it if a is small enough. [] 
4. Integral representations 
In this section we zpply the Radon transform to the potentials of a measure p. 
to derive 11.3). See [6] for more details about the Radon transform. S(m, 0), T,,,, 
u,, and U,,, are as in Sections 2 and 3, and # is a finite measure such that U,,,#(x)<az 
for all x and m. 
First a lemma. Let G,,(x, s, v) =J~v. ~,=~ u,,,(x, y) dy, where dy is Lebesgue 
measure on the d -  1 dimensional hyperplane {y: y • v = s} and = 1. 
Lemma 4.1. (i) G,,,(x.., r) has support in f -m, m]: (ii) G,,,(x, s, v) is uniformly 
bounded for fixed m; (iii) G,,,(x, s, v) "-= E'L( Tin, s, v). 
ProoL (i) follows from the fact that u,,, is supported on S(m, 0). 
Fix m. Fix v. Since Brownian motion is rotationally symmetric, we may assume 
without loss of generality tht v is the unit vector in the first coordinate direction. 
Let B = (-2m, 2m) × R d-', V = inf{t: W, c BC}~ Let Uu(x, dy) be the potential for 
B. By the strong Markov property, 
UIAx. dy) = u,,,(x, y) dy+ f P'( W(T,,,) E dz) U~j(z, dy). 
If h,,:R-,[O,,x), v=(y ,  . . . . .  Ya). and h(y) is defined to be ho()h), using the 
independence of W~ from ( W~ . . . . .  WJ ), it follows easily that ~ h(y) U~(x, dy) = 
U,,h,,(x). where U, is the potential for a one-dimensional Brownian motion killed 
on leaving (-2m, 2m). 
Fake a sequence of functions h~, =(2e) -~1~ :.,,,~. Since U,,(x, dy) has a con- 
t inuous density u,,~ x. y) and h[, (y,) dy~ is a sequence of measures converging weakly 
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to the point mass at s, Uoh~(x)->uo(x, s), which we know to be EXL( V, s, v)<~.  
It is not difficult to check that 
j- 
J h~(y)u,,,(x, y) dy-> G,,(x, s, v). 
We then have 
E"L( V, s, v) = Uo(X, s) = G,,(x, s, v) + j px( W(T,,) ~ dz)uo(z, s) 
=Gin(x, s, v)+ EXEW~T"?L( V, s, v). 
Since uo(x, s) is bounded by a constant depending only on m and not x or s, (ii) 
follows. Since L, is an additive functional, using the strong Markov property at T,, 
gives (iii). [] 
Define lb(y) to be 
Ib(y) = (2~) -a cos(qy)q a-1 e -~2/-~ dq. (4.2) 
Looking in a table of Fourier cosine transforms [5], we gel 
lb(Y) = (2~)-a( -l)ca-l~/2~ue(2b)-'~/2 exp(- f /2b)H~_,((2b)- i /2y)  
if d is odd, where H,~_: is the (d -  l)st Hermite polynomial; 
Ib(Y) = (2~)=al(b/2)-d/2F(d/2)F(d/2; ~; -y2 /2b)  
if d is even, where F is the confluent hypergeometric function: 
Of  
F(c; d; z)= V_. (c)kz ~/((d)kk!) 
k=O 
with (C)k = F(c + k)/F(c) = (c)(c + 1) • • • (c+ k -  1). 
Here is our main theorem: 
Theorem 4.3. Let ~ ={v: Ivl = l},  let A, be the additive functional associated with 
I~, and let 
A~ = lb(s--y" v)Lt(s, v) ds dvtz(dy).  
b Then (i) for all x and u, sup,~=. A, - At[--,O in P'-probability as b-->0; (ii) if. in 
addition. Is satisfies (3.8), 
sup lA~-a , l~0 a.s. as b+O. 
f '~  I,l 
Proof. Let ~ denote the Fourier transform. If hb(y) = (2"rrb) -a/2 e -b'l=/eb, recall that 
t~h(r) =e !~-~,,2. Suppose f:l~'~-->l~ is bounded with compact support. Recall also, 
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A~ 
then, that the Fourier transform of ]'* hb is [hb, and by the Fourier inversion formula, 
f*  hh(Y)=(2~r)-a I e-i~"'f(r)/~b(r) dr. 
Substitute r = qv, where v is a unit vector, and we have 
f *  hh(y) = (2"rr) -d e -iqy" ~qe-Jf(qv)hb(qv) dq dr. 
bqa/~ 
Since v is a unit vector, I~h(qv)= e- -, while 
I f/I, f(qv) = e'q~'7(z) dz = eiqSf(z) dz as. 
We thus get the Radon transform formula 
f*  hb(y) = (2~') a eiq(s--y.,'~q,l--i 
,¢J ) 
Fix m. Apply (4.4) to f (y)= u,,,(x, y )^ N. Letting N]'oo, the left side of (4.4) 
converges to u,,,(x,. ) * hh by monotone convergence, while the right side converges, 
by dominated convergence and (4.1) to 
(2w)  'J e iq' ~- ~' ~'~qJ-i _-~,q'-/2.-. " u,,,tx, s, v) ds dq dr. 
.'/3 ) 
Finally, integrate with respect o lx(dy). If we let # ,  =tz * hb, we get 
U,,,~h(x) = (2rr) a eiql~-y-,,,qa - i 
xe  'G . , (x ,s ,  v) ds dq dvt t (dy) .  
Because of the boundedness of G,,,(x, s, t~) and the presence of the e - term, 
v,'e may interchange the order of integration a., we please. So 
U,,,#~.(x) = Re U,,,#h(x) 
ff I I = E '  (2rr)- ,l Re e i'tt'~ v .  ,,~qa i 
~2.n  
×e t~-dqL(T , , , s ,v )dsdv#(dy)  
It (s - y " v)L( T,,, s, v) ds dv g(dy)  = E"Ah( 7",,). 
(4.5) 
Since this holds for all x. we must have that A, b is the additive functional associated 
to lzh, at least up to time T,,,. (The difference beween A, ~ and the additive functional 
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associated with/zb is a continuous martingale with paths of bounded variation, hence 
0. In particular, At b is nondecreasing and nonnegative.) 
(3.9) or (3.12) gives the desired result for sup,~,,,r,[A~-A,], and since m was 
arbitrary, the theorem follows. [] 
Suppose d, the dimension, is odd, and that/z has a density .f that has a sufficiently 
smooth derivative. More exactly, define g~(s)=~(y ~.=~)f(y)dy, and suppose that 
Da-lg~(s) = od-lgo(S)/cgsd-I is in Ll(-oo, oo), p still a finite measure. 
Theorem 4.6. 
A,=~(- l)(d- l) /2 I I~D,,_,g~,(s)L,(s,v)dsdv a.s. 
:¢J 
Proof. First note 
I~  eiq'gv I_:eiq*I( ~o(q) = (r) dr = 
y .  v=r )  
f (y)dydr=f(qv) .  
Then (Da-lq~.)*(q) =(--1)(d-l)/2qd lf(qv). 
Since d-1  is even and L,(s, v)= L, ( -s , -v) ,  we get from (4.5) that 
U, ni.Lh(X) =/(27r ) -dEX J~ eiq(r  • t,--s)qd-! 
Xe-~2/2f(y)L(T,,,, s, v) dy dq ds dv 
- -  e-iq~qd-1 e-h, r2/2f(qv)L( T.,, s, 1:) dq ds dy 
= -~(- 1 )(a-1 )/2(2"rr)-dE ~ e- ~D,~_ i gv (q) 
×e ~2/2dqL(T.,,s, v) dsdv 
={( - l ) " r l ' /2E  ~ Dd- lgt, * hh(s)L( T.,, s, v) ds dv 
+~(-1)(' l  -"/2 1 I~(De_,g,,*h~(s)-De_lg~(s))G,,,(x,s,v)dsdv. 
The second term on the right of this last line ~ 0 as b ~ 0 since G,., is bounded 
and D,_~g~(.)e L~. By writing hh=hb Ics(~.o,+hbl~s~(,,.o, and arguing as in the 
proof of (3.12), U~h(x)= U~ * hb(x)-'* U,,,(x) pointwise as b-~0. 
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Letting b~0,  we have for all x, 
:ff  
Since 
Dd.-lg~(s)L( T,,,, s, v) ds dr. 
,( 1,,,-,,/2 f A(t^ T,,)-~ - ) Dd_lg~,(s)L(t^ Tin, s, v) dsdv 
i¢3 
is a continuous martingale with paths of bounded variation, hence 0, a.s., and m 
was arbitrary, the theorem follows. [5]. 
If d = 1, this reduces to the usual representation A~ =~ L~'~(dy). 
If d is even, we get an analogous result with D,~_~g,, replaced by YfDd--~g,,, where 
?f is the Hilbert transform: 
~h(x)  = lira I~ y~h(y -x )dy ,  
r -~0 V[ : "  e- ) 
for h locally integrable [10]. 
The reason for the appearance of the Hilbert transform is that here d -  1 is odd 
and q'~ ' = (sgn q)]q]'~ ~ for q<0.  Thus when we change the limits of integration of 
q from [0, ~)  to ( -~ ,o0) ,  we must include a sgn q term. This gives rise to the 
Hilbert transform since ~h*(q) = - i  sgn qt~(q). 
If d is even, it would probably be more convenient o define the measure p.' on 
[~'~ xR  with density f'(x, y) =/ (x ) ,  (x, y) ~ R '~ X[ -m,  m]. Define W~ = ( W, X~), 
where X, is a Brownian motion independent of W~. 
A7 = f (W,)  ds = f'( W', ) ds 
for t less than the exit time of S(m, 0), and we are nov ~n the situation where d is 
odd. 
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